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. 3,229,175 
STRETCH-SHRINK INDICATING AND TENSION 

I MOTGR CONTROL APPARATUS 
Robert C. Strandberg, Greensboro, N.C., assiguor to 

Strandberg Engineering Laboratories, Inc., Greensboro, 
N.C., a corporation of North Carolina 

Filed June 10, 1963, Ser. No. 286,862 
8 Claims. (Cl. 318-6) 

This invention relates to new and useful improvements 
in apparatus for detecting and indicating the percentage 
of stretch or shrinkage of a continuous web or strand 
moving through a processing machine. As such, the de 
tecting and indicating apparatus of the invention is also 
adapted to actuate a suitable control mechanism for main 
taining the stretch or shrinkage within predetermined 
limits. 
As such the apparatus represents certain improvements 

in the apparatus disclosed in my copendingapplication 
Serial No. 161,082, ?led December 21, 1961, now US. 
Patent No. 3,169,297, of which this application is a 
continuation-in-part. 
My aforementioned copending application discloses a 

textile warp sizing and drying machine, known in the 
textile industry as a slasher, electrical means for produc 
ing a pair of voltages proportional to the speed of the 
textile warp at the entrance and exit ends of the slasher, 
an electrical logarithmic difference measuring device for 
producing a third voltage which is the logarithmic dif 
ference of the ?rst pair of voltages, indicating means cali 
brated in terms of percentage shrink or stretch and re 
sponsive to the voltage output of the logarithmic difference 
measuring device, and automatic control means also re 
sponsive to the voltage output of the logarithmic difference 
measuring device for maintaining the stretch or shrinkage 
within predetermined limits. 

In the warp sizing of yarn on a slasher, for example, 
the yarn is ?rst immersed in a liquid starch bath and, 
after passing through squeeze rollers, it is dried, as for 
example by coming in contact with heater rollers or 
cylinders. Both yarn and fabric of natural or synthetic 
?ber content tend to stretch under tension to a greater 
extent when wet than when dry. Conversely, natural or 
machine introduced compressive shrinkage occurs when 
the material is being dried. The amount of stretch or 
shrinkage introduced into a warp or fabric by a textile 
machine is of importance. Slasher warp strength and 
weavability are in?uenced by stretch, and the amount of 
preshrinkage is highly signi?cant in ?nishing textiles. 

: The principal object of the invention is to conveniently 
and accurately detect and indicate the percentage of 
stretch or shrinkage in a continuously moving strand or 
web and, through an associated control mechanism, to 
hold the stretch or shrinkage within predetermined limits, 
without the necessity of periodically interrupting the 
movement of the strand or Web for stretch or shrinkage 
measuring purposes. 
A particular object of the present invention is to pro 

vide an improved logarithmic difference measuring de_ 
vice in the environment as has been heretofore described. 

It is another object of this invention to provide an 
improved automatic control mechanism for maintaining 
the stretch or shrinkage of a continuously moving strand 
or web within predetermined limits. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 
electrical logarithmic difference determining means for 
determining the logarithmic difference of the voltages pro 
duced by a pair of voltage generators, with transistor 
ampli?ers interposed between the voltage sources and the 
logarithmic difference determining means to prevent volt 
age drop across the generators caused by current drain 
from the logarithmic difference measuring device, and 
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thereby to produce an accurate logarithmic dilference ' 
measurement. 

Other features and advantages of the invention will 
become apparent from the following description taken 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein 
like characters of reference are used to designate like 
parts, and wherein: 1 
FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a strand 

or web processing machine, showing the stretch-shrink 
indicating apparatus of the invention in association there 
with; , 
FIGURE 2 is a wiring diagram of the apparatus; 
FIGURE 3 is a diagrammatic illustration of the loga 

rithm generating characteristics of the diode-resistance 
combination used in the apparatus; 
FIGURE 4 is a wiring diagram of the automatic con 

trol apparatus of this invention for maintaining the per 
centage shrink or stretch within predetermined limits; 
and 
FIGURE 5 is a wiring diagram of the improved loga 

rithmic difference measuring circuit of this invention. 
The apparatus disclosed in FIGURES 1 through 3 was 

disclosed in my aforementioned pending application 
Serial No. 161,082. Description of the apparatus shown 
in FIGURES 1 through 3 is made here for purpose of 
background information and for showing the environment 
in which the improved apparatus shown in FIGURES 4 
and 5 is used. 

Referring now to the accompanying drawings in detail, 
particularly to FIGURE 1, the strand or web being proc 
essed is indicated by the reference numeral 10 and is 
shown as moving continuously in the direction of the 
arrows, ?rst passing through a Wetting agent or a sizing 
solution, as for example, a liquid starch bath 11 and then 
through squeeze rolls 12 driven by a variable speed drive 
of a suitable type indicated generally by the reference 
numeral 13. A variable speed drive, in the ordinary 
sense, consists of some prime mover, either an elec 
tric motor or a shaft common to some other part of the 
system, and a means for changing its speed. If the variable 
speed drive utilizes a D.-C. motor, for example, a reversing 
switch would be connected to the terminals of a small re 
versible motor, the shaft of which would operate a rheostat 
connected in circuit with the motor armature or ?eld wind 
ing. As the reversible motor shaft position is changed 
by the operation of the reversing switch the speed of the 
drive is changed. If the variable speed drive utilizes a 
common shaft as a prime mover, a similar reversible 
motor would be attached to an integral part of the drive 
to adjust the position of a belt on a set of variable-pitch 
pulleys. 
The electric motor type drive is often referred to as a 

variable speed D.-C. drive. The common shaft type drive 
is often referred to as a Reeves or PIV drive. Both of 
these drives are conventional and no claim is made in 
connection with their operation. 
From the rolls 12 the strand or web 10 passes around 

a plurality of suitably heated cylinders or rollers 14 
where it is subjected to drying, and eventually passes 
over a roll 15 to a loom beam or other take-up 16. 
The stretch-shrink apparatus utilizes two direct cur 

rent generators G1 and G2, the former of which is driven 
by the variable speed drive 13 in synchronizationwith 
the rolls 12, while the latter is driven from the roll 15. 
The drive arrangement is such that in the absence of 
stretch {and shrinkage in the strand or web 10‘, the move 
ment of the strand or web rotates armvatures of the gen 
erators G1 and G2 at the same speed. However, if the 
Web is stretched during its passage over the drying rolls 
14 the generator G2 is driven faster than the generator 
G1. Conversely, if the web is shrunk the generator G2 
is driven at a slower speed than the generator G1. The 
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speed differential between thetwo generators is directly 
proportional to the amount of stretch or shrinkage, the 
percentage of which may be ‘expressed as a. positive num 
lztrtitl. the itlslenss. otrstrstsh, and-as anesative number 
in the instance of ‘shrinkage. The generators G1 and 
Gz?prolduce anoutput voltage which ~varies as anlinear 
function of speed, and the following conditions obtain: 

X-T. 
whereinHXuis, the percentage or stretch expressedeas a‘ 
pofsitivernumbe'ror the percentage of shrinkage expressed 
time negative niii‘rlben'andsl and S2 are, respectively, the 
S?éédé 6f ‘theig'éiieratdrs Gi Etlld G2. N 

In terms of outputvoltages V1 and Vz'lof the respec 
tive generators G1 and G2, the equation becoines 

' V2 — V1 

l X _— or ‘simply 

; ; 
_ V1 1 

where 1 

V2 

V1 
a number greater, than 1 in the instance of stretch or 

lessthanl'in the instance of shrinkage. _ I _ 
‘_ The generators'Gl and vG2 areconnected to a suitable, 
single coil meter 17 which is arranged tojmeasu're the 
ditterence inethe ,voltageoutput of the two generators and 
the meter polarity is made to accommodate either ‘stretch 
or shrinkage.- . . H I 

MAsindicatedin vEIGIJTRE 2, the generators G1 and G2 
arevcfgnnectedzto the vmeterp17? in, circuit with two silicon 
(liQdesgDl and D2 and lanresis'tance 18;, ‘and thevolta'ge 
developed vacross the diodemD‘l ‘ is a logarithmic ttunction 
ofmthe voltage output V1, of the, generator G1 which is 
driven at ‘the speed S1. Similarly, thevolta-ge developed 
across vthe, diode Dzjis alogari-thmic tunctionot the volt— 
age, cytputwVz of the generator G2 which is driven ‘at 
thesreed. t ,_ t , .. . 

W-The, logarithm generating characteristic of the 'diode 
resistance ‘combination is exhibited in the region of very 
low current magnitudes, as‘ illustrated in FIGURE 3.,‘ As 
the‘current through the diode/D increases, the voltage 
drop ,Vx across thediode, increases only slightly in rela 
tion ‘to large, increases, in the; voltagev source V. 

Referring again to the ‘aforementioned equation 

__V1 1 
the meter 17 may be calibrated in terms of positive per 

stretsh endnesativcppercent shrinkage. ‘and, the 
number 1-inthc .equation may be .drorred- T he voltage 
Vm applied to the meter is proportional to 

log V2—log V1, or log ‘1% 

,Asfu‘iiabie ‘set-point controller .is shown, generallyby 
therféferénce-inumelnal 19 in FIGURE The set-point 
controller», be‘ described 'in- more detail with respect 
tottheernbodirr'ient' shown .in FIGURE 4. Its purpose 
is to vprovide means whereby an operator can set the 
predetermined limits within which the automatic control 
mechanism ‘maintains stretch or shrinkage. The set 
point controller iswconnected across the meter Hand in 
circuit with a suitable speed control reversing switch 29 
for o'periatingv the?variable speed drive 13 so that the 
stretch ‘or shrinkage of. the web ‘may be automatically 
maintainedxwithin predetermined limits. . 

purpose/of‘thecontrol device shown in FIGURE 
is to automatically actuate a reversible control motor 

30 as shown, the shaft position of which will determine 
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4 
the speed of -a conventional variable speed drive 13. The 
device utilizes a photoelectric meter relay 31 to sense 
a departure from the desired stretch or percentage ditter 
ence between input and output speed. The photocells 
actuate relays to ‘cause a control motor, either through 
a separate reversing switch or directly, to either increase 
or decrease the input speed depending upon whether the 
percentage stretch is higher or lower, respectively, than 
the vdesired aniount. , ‘A D;-C. voltage tromthe terminals 
of the single-coil meter 17, already described, is applied 
across potentiometer 32. A portion of this voltage is 
applied to the moving coil 33 of a three-position photo~ 
electric meter relay. The meter relay consists ‘oftwo 
light sources 34,, 34', light shading pointer 35 mechan-v 
ically‘attaehed tothe moving, coil '33, and two closely 
spaced photoelectric cells 36 and 37., s , 
The photoelectric cell 36 in series with‘ resistor 38, 

and the photoelectric ‘cell 37 in series with a resistor 39 
are connected inparallelbranches across the A.-C. lincZQ. 
A pair of gas control tubes 40 and 45 in parallel 

branches across the A.-C. line 29 are controlled respec~ 
tively by the photoelectric cells 36- and 37. ' 

Gas, control tube 40 includes acontrol "grid 41, a ‘cath 
ode 42 andlan anode 43. The control grid _41 is con 
nected between the resistor 38 and the photoelectric 
cell 36;; the cathode 42 is connectedto one of the A".-1C. 
lines; and the ~anodej43 is connected‘ings'eries with the 
energizing coil of a plate relayw44 tov the other A.-C. line.‘ 

__ Similarly, gas control tube 44 includesa contact grid‘ 
46, a cathode 47 and anganodeq?lsh. {The controljgrid, 
46 is, connected between, the ‘resistor 39 and thjegphoto< 
electric cell 37; the cathode 47 is connected, to one of 
the A,-C. lines; :and the anode 48 is connected in series 
with the energizing coil of a ‘plate relay 49 to the ‘other 
A-ec-linc- , v, . p ,_ v, 

Resistor-capacitor networks 51and50g and_5v3 and 52 
are‘connectecl across the plate relay, coils 5,4 and 55 re-, 
spectively, for the purpose of providing ?lteringof the 
pulsating D.-C. current which 'is recti?ed and passed ‘by 
the gas control tubes 40 and 45. 

v The plate controlvrelays ,44‘ and 2l9factuate reversing 
mechanism for the control motor 30- ., Plate relays 44 and 
49 hayega set of movable contacts'56, 57 and 60,161 re 
spectively, and a set of ?xed ‘contacts 5'8,'59'and 62,163 
respectively _ . . ._ ._ , r, v v Q 

The "lower. movablecontacm ‘5'7 and_-j;61,of the respec 
tive relays are connected, to, the common lea'dpof ‘the 
control motor 30. ,p The lower ?xed, contact 59 of relayv 
4,4 is connected to‘the decrease terminal of control motor 
30,, and; the lower ?xed contact 63 ofuth'e relay 49 is 
connected to the increase terminal of the control motor 
30. . v, , l .1 t 

v Actuation "of either lower movable "contacts 5.7 or '61 
to engage its corresponding "lower ?xed-‘contact 59 or‘63 
causes the control motor to‘reverse its direction of move 
ment for the purpose of decre'asingor increasing the speed 
ofjthe variable ‘speed drive unit ‘13., , v V 
The uppermo'vab'le contacts 56 and 60 of the‘ relays“44 

and 49 respectively arelconnected'to one side‘ of ‘the A-.-C. 
line. The?xed contact 58 is connected in series ‘with a 
resistor 64 and neon light 65, to‘ the, other sidefof the A.'-C. 
line. Similarly, the ?xed contact" 62Jis connected in series 
with resistors ‘66 and 67 to the other side of the A.-C. 
line. _ . . 

_The_ circuitsjshown in FIGURE 4 which have been 
heretofore described will be better understood by the fol‘ 
lowing explanation oftheir function: , 

The‘potentiometer 321is calibrated in terms of “Per 
cent Stretchj’ “Percent Shrinkage," or both ‘correspond 
ing to the value'of voltage ‘from 'the‘t‘erminals‘of the meter 
17 which will cause the _D.-C. ‘voltage selected by the 
potentiometer _32_to ‘be such that the ‘light shading 'p'oint— 
er 35 of thephotoelectric‘meter relay will'be-positioned 
precisely between ‘the light beams illuminating the two 
photoelectric cells 36 and 37; 
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- When the r'rie'as'ufed percentage stretch increases from 
the desired value set on the potentiometer 32 the light 
shading pointer 35 will move upward and shade the light 
from the upper photocell 37. Similarly, when the meas 
ured percentage stretch decreases from the desired value 
set on the potentiometer 32 the light shading pointer 
will move downward and shade the light from the lower 
photoelectric cell 36. Mechanical stops (not shown) 
are employed so that the pointer cannot travel beyond 
the completely shaded positions of each photoelectric 
cell. 
The lower photoelectric cell 36 is connected in series 

with resistor 38 across the A.-C. line. When the cell is 
illuminated its resistance is low and the A.-C. voltage de 
veloped across it is low. When the cell is shaded, as 
would be caused by a decrease in the percentage stretch, 
the cell resistance is high and the A.-C. voltage developed 
across it is high. 

Since the A.-C. voltage developed across the photoelec 
tric cell 36 is applied from the control grid 41 to the 

. cathode 42 of a gas control tube 40 the tube will conduct 
when its grid 41 and anode 43 are positive with respect to 
its cathode 42. ' 

Since a plate relay 44 is connected in the anode cir 
cuit of the gas control tube 40 it is energized by a decrease 
in the percentage stretch below the value set on the 
potentiometer 32. The energizing current is pulsating 
D.-C. recti?ed andpassed by the tube 40. 
As ‘described, when the upper photoelectric cell 37 is 

shaded, as caused by an increase in the percentage stretch, 
the grid to cathode voltage applied to a second gas control 
tube 45 is increased sufficiently to cause conduction in 
its anode circuit through plate relay 49. 
When the percentage stretch is equal to the value set 

on the potentiometer 32, the low-stretch relay 44 and 
the high-stretch relay 49 are both de-energized. When 
the percentage stretch is low, the low-stretch relay 44 
is energized and the high-stretch relay 49 is de-energized. 
When the percentage stretch is high, the high-stretch relay 
49 is energized and the low-stretch relay 44 is de-energized. 
The upper set of contacts associated with each relay 

serves to operate signal lights to show when the control 
is measuring a deviation from the pre-set value set on the 
potentiometer 32 and in which direction the control is 
acting to correct it. Ordinary neon indicator lamps 65 
and 67 are employed with current limiting resistors 64 
and 66. ‘ 

The lower set of contacts associated with each relay 
close the control motor 30 circuit from common to in 
crease or decrease, depending upon the direction of devia 
tion in the percentage stretch. When the percentage 
stretch is determined to be low with respect to the set 
point on the potentiometer 32, the control motor shaft 
is caused to rotate to a position which will reduce the 
speed of the variable speed drive 13 to a value which 
will permit the percentage stretch to be equal the amount 
set. Similarly, when the percentage stretch is high, the 
control motor causes the speed of the variable speed 
drive 13 to be increased until the percentage stretch is 
equal the amount set. 
The shaft connection between the control motor 30 

and the variable speed drive 13 has not been shown. It 
is believed that the explanation heretofore given is suffi 
cient for an understanding of the control system so that 
a person familiar with conventional variable speed drives 
can adapt the control system of FIGURE 4 for use with 
any one of several types of conventional variable speed 
drives, several of which have been mentioned heretofore. 
The circuit shown in FIGURE 5 differs from the orig 

inal one shown in FIGURE 2 in that transistor ampli?ers 
have been inserted between the generators 61 and 62 and 
the logarithm generating device. 

Dif?culty has been encountered with variations in volt 
age output from the generators when used in the circuit 
shown in FIGURE 2. The variations in voltage were 
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6 
due to variations in voltage drop across the generator 
brushes. Since the measurement involves subtracting 
one relatively large number from another, it is most im 
portant that the generator output voltages be exactly 
related to speed. - 
The terminal voltage from D.-C. generators is basical 

ly related to speed, if no current is ?owing through the 
brushes. The transistor ampli?ers serve to block the ?ow 
of current and produce an output which is exactly related 
to the generated voltages. _ 
The use of the transistor ampli?ers eliminated long and 

short term drift due to voltage drop across the brushes. 
Since no current is allowed to flow through the brushes 
the terminal voltage is equal to the generated voltage. 

Referring to FIGURE 5, the generated voltages from 
generators G1 and G2 are applied from the bases of tran~ 
sistors 70 and 71 to a- common connection 72 between 
the two generators. Proportional currents are caused 
to ?ow from the positive terminal +E of a conventional 
D.-C. power source through common resistor 74 and 
separate emitter circuit resistors 75 and 76, through the 
transistors from emitter to collector, and through sepa 
rate collector load resistors 77 and 78 to the negative 
terminal —E of the D.-C. power source. 
The D.-C. voltages produced across resistors 77 and 

"1'8 are the proportional to the generator voltages and 
are applied to the meter 17, diodes D1 and D2, and re 
sistor 18 in the same manner as described for the circuit 
shown in FIGURE 2. , 

While’ in the foregoing there has been described and 
shown the preferred embodiment of the invention, var 
ious modi?cations may become apparent to those skilled 
in the art to which the invention relates. Accordingly, it 
is not desired to limit the invention to this disclosure 
and various modi?cations’ and equivalents may be re 
sorted to, falling within the spirit and scope of the in 
vention as claimed. ’ 

' What is claimed as new is: 
1. In automatic electric stretch-shrink indicating and 

control apparatus for continuously running webs and 
the like, the combination of ?rst and second voltage 
generators disposed at points spaced longitudinally of 
the running movement of the web, the voltage output of 
said generators being directly proportional to their respec 
tive speeds, ?rst and second logarithmic function produc 
ing means connected respectively in circuit with said ?rst 
and second voltage generators for converting the output 
voltages of said voltage generators to logarithmic func 
tions thereof, a meter in circuit with said ?rst and sec~ 
ond logarithmic function producing means for measur 
ing the difference in their voltage output, a pair of cur 
rent limiting ampli?er means connected respectively in 
the circuit between said ?rst voltage generator and said 
?rst logarithmic function producing means and in the 
circuit between said second voltage generator and said 
second logarithmic function producing means, and speed 
control means responsive to variations in the difference 
voltage output of said ?rst and second logarithmic func 
tions producing means for maintaining the stretch-shrink 
factor of the web within predetermined limits. 

2. The device as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said ?rst 
and second logarithmic function producing means com 
prise ?rst and second diodes in circuit with the respec 
tive ?rst and second generators and said meter, and a 
common resistance between said generators and said 
diodes, the voltage developed across each diode being a 
logarithmic function of the voltage output of its respec 
tive generator. 

3. The device as ‘defined in claim 2 wherein each of 
said diodes comprises a silicon diode. 

4. The device as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said pair 
2f current limiting ampli?er means are transistor ampli 
ers. 

5. In automatic electric stretch-shrink indicating and 
control apparatus for continuously running webs and the 
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like, the combinations of ?rst and second voltage gener 
ators disposed at points spaced longitudinally of the 
running length of the web and adapted to be driven by 
the running movement of the web, the voltage output 
of said generators being directly proportional to their re 
spective speeds, ?rst and second logarithmic function pro 
ducing means connected respectively in circuit with said 
?rst and second voltage generators for converting the 
output voltages of said voltage generators to logarithmic 
functions thereof, a meter in circuit with said ?rst and 
second logarithmic function producing means for measur 
ing the difference in their voltage output, a pair of cur 
rent limiting ampli?er means connected respectively in 
the circuit between said ?rst voltage generator and said 
?rst logarithmic function producing means and in the 
circuit between said second voltage generator and said 
second logarithmic function producing means, together 
with a variable speed drive for imparting running move 
ment to said Web, and automatic control means control 
ling said variable speed drive and responsive to varia 
tions in the-difference in voltage output of said ?rst and 
second‘logarithmic functions producing means for main 
taining the stretch-shrink factor of the web Within prede 
termined limits.‘ 

‘6. The combination as de?ned in claim 5 wherein said 
automatic control means comprises a reversible control 
motor for setting the speed of said variable speed drive, 
reversing means in circuit connection with said control 
motor, a pair of photoelectric devices in circuit connec~ 
tionv with said reversing means for controlling said re 
versing means to effect reversal of direction of movement 
of said control motor, light varying means controlling 
the. light impinging on said photoelectric devices in re 
sponse to variations in the vdiiference in voltage output 
of said ?rst and second logarithmic function producing 
means. . 

7. The combination as de?ned in claim 6 wherein 
said light varying means comprises a photoelectric meter 
relay consisting of aseparate light source for each photo 
electric device,\a moving coil, a'shading vane mechanical 
lyconnected torsaid moving coil so as to move alternately 
between one or the other photoelectric device and ‘its 
respective light source in response to voltage ‘variations 
in the vdifference in voltage output of said ?rst and second 
logarithmic function producing means, and an adjustable‘ 
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potentiometer in circuit with said moving coil and con 
nected across said single coil meter whereby the shading 
vane may be centered between its alternate extreme posi 
tions of movement at a predetermined value of the differ 
ence in voltage output of said ?rst and second logarith 
mic function producing means. 

8. The apparatus as set forth in claim 6 wherein said 
reversing means comprises a pair of reversing relays in 
circuit connection with said control motor, and a pair 
of gas control tubes in circuit with said reversing relays 
respectively so that when said gas control tubes are con 
ductive said reversing relays are energized, said. gas ‘con 
trol tubes also being each in circuit with a respective one 
of said photoelectric devices and under control thereof. 
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